BRANTRIDGE BULLETIN

Friday 19th October 2018

Dear Parent/Carer,

This week we have had pupils participating in various off-site activities
which have proved to be both popular and successful.
On Monday, our oldest pupils took part in a football tournament at Burgess
Hill. The event was organised under the auspices of Brighton & Hove Albion
football club - ’Albion in the Community’. Our boys did very well and
managed to get through the group stage, eventually going out in the
semi-final. It seems that the day was a hugely positive experience for all
our pupils who participated.
On Wednesday, Mercury, Pluto and Saturn classes visited the Haywards
Heath Fire station which tied into the work they have been doing in the
class. The pupils were given a tour of the station, shown various pieces of
equipment and were given a short talk by the staff there. Unsurprisingly it
seems that our pupils were really interested to hear the fire fighters
describe what they do on a daily basis.
As I mentioned last week, Thursday saw many of our pupils participate in
the Behaviour Reward trip. This time they visited ‘Jumpin’ at Burgess Hill. For
those of you who are unfamiliar with it, they describe it as an inflatable
theme park. Our pupil seemed to have a fantastic time bouncing off and
into, amongst other things, slides and ball pits. Again the staff reported very
positive engagement and behaviour from the pupils.
(There are photographs of both the ‘Jumpin’ and Fire Station visits, later in
this bulletin.)
This morning in our assembly, Mrs Puica spoke to the pupils about mental
health awareness. This is an area that is rightly having increased attention
in our society and it was a good opportunity to support our children in their
understanding in this area. If you have an opportunity this weekend,
please do engage your son in discussion about what was mentioned in
that assembly.
We hope you have a good half term break. School will re-open on
Monday, 29th October.

Yours sincerely,

Principal
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Neptune:
We have had a fantastic end to the half term in Neptune. On Monday we
attended a football tournament at the Triangle in Burgess Hill and the boys
managed to reach the semi-finals! I am so proud of the way the boys
represented Brantridge School and for their teamwork and achievements. The
boys have also been working on assessments to show how much they have learnt
and understood this half term. On Thursday the boys that had earned enough
credits went to Jumpin. It was wonderful to see the smiles on each of their faces,
they had a fantastic time. We finished off the day at the K2 where the boys were
awarded the badges they had achieved this term. I’d like to thank the boys for a
great start to this academic year and look forward to seeing them all after the
break.
Titan:
It has been a wonderful end to the half term for Titan class. The boys
have worked really hard on their assessments and have shown just how
much they have learnt and understood over the previous weeks. The
boys filled their marble jar and decided on a few rewards which were
facilitated; some boys made and enjoyed pizzas for lunch, riding
scooters, bikes and skateboards and some even enjoyed sweeping up
leaves. Most of the boys in Titan earned enough credits to go to
Jumpin and they all had a great time and represented the school very
well. The boys also worked very hard whilst at their final swimming
lesson.
Mars: Mars have had a fantastic week in class this week. They have been doing
their assessments in Maths, Literacy and Reading and all of them got stuck in
without any hesitation. The boys have been working extremely hard with their
assessments so have been having some rewards in class as well. They should be
really proud of themselves. The boys also went on the end of term credit class
trip today to an inflatable trampoline park and seemed to really enjoy
themselves and had a good time with the rest of the boys in school. Overall Mars
have had a fantastic time this week, and hopefully this will carry on after half
term.
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Saturn/Mercury

This week the boys in Saturn and Mercury class have been learning about how to
use place value to order numbers from smallest to greatest and greatest to
smallest. They have also completed assessments to check their learning. In
English, we have been working on using sounds and forming sentences, as well
as revising the days of the week and the alphabet. The boys thoroughly enjoyed
the trip to the Fire station yesterday, where the firefighters shared some of their
experiences with the boys and what they have to do on a day to day basis as
part of their job, especially when they are not out on fire fighting and rescuing. In
PSHCE we have talked about achievements and what they look like. In Science
we have looked at healthy living. The boys have worked hard and are ready to
break up for half term - it will be a well-deserved one!
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Pluto:
Pluto have had a good end to the half term. They have shown off their new knowledge
by completing assessments. I am very proud of them all trying their best. They have
enjoyed a trip to the local fire station to learn about local heroes. They really enjoyed
being able to sit in the fire engine and seeing how the firemen ‘kit up’ to go out to
emergencies. In class they then used this experience to write interesting recounts of
their morning. In Art they used their printing tools to produce bright prints of their
superhero logos. Pluto have had a good half term, have worked hard so they can
enjoy a much deserved half term break. I look forward to the next term.

Jupiter: We created a top secret, underground super hero hideout this week in
Jupiter. The boys worked wonderfully together to include everyone’s ideas and
thoughts and presented it on a huge backing using a range of colours and
materials. The imagination and attention to detail is splendid as was the boys’ ability to
discuss, negotiate and be considerate towards each other. The boys have shown some
super learning throughout the course of the week demonstrating progress in a range of
contexts through independent work. A lot of resilience and effort has been put in. Well
done. Have a nice break boys!
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Brantridge Weekly - Roll Of Honour!
TOP OF THE LEAGUE

Felix, Jayden and Christopher
TITAN

MARS

King of the Credits

Jayden

King of the Credits

Felix

Star of the Week

Matthew

Star of the Week

Felix

SATURN/MERCURY

PLUTO

King of the Credits

Blake

King of the Credits

Star of the Week

Dillon

Star of the Week

JUPITER

Tyler H

NEPTUNE

King of the Credits

Alfie

King of the Credits

Joe

Star of the Week

Alfie

Star of the Week

Kyle
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Therapies:
The whole school has been targeting ‘Make a good choice’ over the past
week in our Social Communication Programme. This target is to encourage our pupils to make
a good choice when faced with a decision.
In class groups our pupils talked about what good choice
strategies are and when we are having a difficult time making a
good choices with our behaviour. The classes also discussed how
easy it is to make a decision at times. It might be useful to have
this discussion at home, talk about what your families’ good choices
are look like e.g taking a time out, going to our bedroom, taking
deep breaths, sitting in an agreed area and having a drink of water.

After half term the Social Communication Programme target is: ‘Looking to listen’ - This target
supports pupils to learn the social value of looking at the speaker when they are talking. We
will tell you more about this after half term.
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Forest School, this week has been all about conkers, whittling,
using hand tools and fire.

Just a reminder that Forest
School takes place in all
weathers so please send in
labelled Wellington Boots and
Coats.

